The III Reich
in Caricature

The Face of the Third Realm

One would take it for the contrary of a face, but
there are too many tears running over it and only
they prove it to be a face. These are tears of its
victims – for an existence of a Third Realm those
tears are as indispensable as their hangmen. No
hangmen without victims and no Third Realm
without an important part of Germans declared out
of law. “Connationalists” in sufficient number are to
exist who are taught on their own body that right
is what serves the German people. Their torments
serve the German nation because they help her over
the deadlock until the next great breakdown.

speak of the racial question once more, although
it is not worth while, because every single one,
from the Führer down to the kinsmen, who are
working as sweepers on the road to Germany’s
future – every single one is deeply conscious of his
bastardship. None-the-less the race feeling gives
them an opportunity every day to write books, to
castrate people, to give the appearance of social
revolutions and to molest the whole world by
senseless threats. After their next defeat they once
more won’t have been guilty. Certainly they will
deny to be Aryans. Then this will only cling on those
Jews who had paid for their being named Aryans by
honour. In black and white one shall make nothing.
Their certification signed by the Führer cannot
be cancelled. After the next defeat there will be
no other Aryans to account for the whole war but
those Jews.

Do not demand too much straightforwardness.
Rühs and Fries, they perhaps could still believe in
such rubbish. As to the Third Realm, she came too
late and does not believe in anything. There is only
lying – the masters are highly paid for their lying,
the overwhelmed masses do it for nothing. Let us

On what does it live and maintain itself? On the organization of breakdowns. Never before were there
so many breakdowns in so short a time: economics,
currency, whole classes, standard of life, thinking,
political creed and culture. All this could only be
swept out, because one thing was morbid already
before: the characters. Currency and culture got
their hold through the characters. Now these had
become unsteady long before, and this fact gave her
advantage to the Third Realm. This regime could
really say: Unloyal you were by the way; and if you
are that in the concentration camp, in camps for
military drill, in labor camps, as to your loyalty, you
are everywhere well off. Stand attention! We make
you all equal, but all equally low, then you have the
socialism you want. Quick march, March, March.
Instead of prosperity you will have heroism and
venturous life.

Heinrich Mann (1)

Editor’s Note
In the mid 1990s I purchased the publication “The IIIReich in Caricature,” 1934, at a used book sale. Even
though the pages were discolored and disintgrating I
thought that it was an important reflection of protest during the rise of the Third Reich. Included is the introduction by Heinrich Mann, older brother of Thomas Mann,
testimony to the trauma which confronted people at that
time. I have retained the spelling as it appeared in the
original text.
The original book was paginated and so I elected to
include the original pagination as the numbering system
for this book. Because the pages had yellowed so much I
was limited in my ability to improve the contrast of each
page without losing the delicacy of the drawings. So, I
allowed the structure and tonality of the disintigrating
original pages themselves to be visible, as an apt
metaphor for the fragility of history and remembering.
While the original book was 11” x 17,” I decided to make
this book a more standard size of 8.5” x 11” for ease of
handling and reproduction.

Because there are some parallels between that period
in history and our own I feel that this book is an important reminder of creativity and courage with humor and
imagination that people invoked in behalf of clarity and
resistance. It is my hope that it will be empowering as we
confront the realities and dilemmas of racism, sexism and
economic inequality during this period in history.
					

Sheila Pinkel

As far as one ever can remember there was no regime that has made so many unhappy as the Third
Realm. The German little citizen’s Magic Horn: So
has the late Meyrink named it in advance. But the
German little citizen has also worked hundred
years for it. His mind was nothing but poisonous as
soon as anybody strengthened his brains to an effort in favor of the truth instead of proving that the
world has been created only for the German athlete
and drinker. The names of those national professors who chased Heinrich Heine, the greatest poet
of their age, out of the country were Rühs and Fries.
Their names and their mentality are now again
the same or similar, and during all these hundred
years this stinky sort of people has been waiting
chummed under the hide of civilization. Now, at
last, it steams and pests its surroundings. Rühs and
Fries since ever were cruel and even then threatened everybody to be decapitated who laughed
at “Drillfather” Jahn. They had one hundred years
time to make out quite other atrocities before they
at last have got the power to execute them. All this
together, the atrocities made out, the hundred years
of waiting in chummed condition, the accumulated
poison, the multiplied greed – that is the Third
Realm and its face.

As to the science, its result is done before you
start. The slogan runs: German is on the top. Either
mathematics or ornithology, the result must be:
German is on the top. You may rely upon this being
the sum of it. From inside and outside the “German
man” became a monster of perfection. A later
science will have to struggle hard in order to get
him as humble as it will be suitable to those wouldbe-conquerors of the globe. Scientific discoveries
will have to be made then. Believe it or not,
Armin the Cheruscian might have suffered from a
chronical diarrhoe and his Thusnelda had varicose
veins. During the Third Realm this will hardly be
revealed, otherwise it should run very bad.

Both these, heroism and venturous life, they are
only keen at, for it does not cost anything, but eventually the life of the others. To be heroic means for
him who prescribes it, that he must neither know
something, nor bring about something if not to
make the common life continually worse and more
and more disgusting. To be heroic means for the
rulers themselves to have all the weapons but not
the least courage, only insensibility in face of the
misery of the others and their ruin to come, while
at the same time their aeroplanes are ready behind
their houses to carry them off. Never to make the
least sacrifice, but on the contrary, to sucker quickly
millions from a definitely impoverished country –
that seems to be the qualification of a Führer to his
generation. To be keen on the own security like a
sick man, while the others are indulging in a “venturous life”. To ask for more and more hecatombs
of human lives in order to strengthen their own
ghostly impotence. To keep their surroundings in
fear and dread: the typical need of the hysterical
patient, cowardice but with energy.

The face of the Third Realm can be drawn in two
expressions: cowardice with energy. Like that she
came to power, without a fight, by treason. Like
that she exists, faithless, untrue without a spice
of genuineness, but stiffened with the fanatic
resolution to maintain herself. They think it better
the world to perish by the “German man” – which
she is not going to do whatsoever, in spite of
the huge propaganda of the Third Realm. This
propaganda tries to get the world dashing straightly
into her deluge, in plain frightfulness of the Third
Realm. The masters of the Third Realm do not know
the world. Their own lives were spent between jails,
lunatic homes and night clubs. They know how to
be bribed, how to secure weapons by swindle, how
to make rash foul characters. They are not aware
of one thing: how dreadfully the grandiloquent but
rotten dictatorships are to end. With riots to come,
alarming happenings might be involved: “German
men” sterilized, countrymen devalued, the youth
barred like German scrips. Much is to be regretted
that has been destroyed and cannot be built up
again.
Formerly the howl in the streets of Berlin ran
“Berlin Post” and that sounded a lot better and
was much more prosperous than “Heil Hitler!”
Before the Third Realm a skilled show-manager
fetched young girls from the streets, paid them 75

Pfennig each and made them a brightly illuminated
“Volksgemeinschaft” which cannot be overcome by
any display on the Tempelhofer Feld. And then the
brush on the upper lip, how it was charming with
Chaplin, how it was dandy with Menjou! It is rotten
now and put in the centre of something which
Mussolini has once called less a feature than an
“offence against mankind”.

(1) This book of caricatures was published in 1934
during the rise of the Third Reich with an introduction by Heinrich Mann, German émigré and writer,
the elder brother of novelist Thomas Mann.
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